Helping others be the change they want to see in the world.
We look for individuals with a business school brain, an entrepreneur’s spirit, and a social worker’s heart.

At CORE Foundation we look for individuals who burn with desire to make a positive change on the world. We believe that the best way of doing that is by helping others help themselves—and giving those in need a hand up, not just a handout.
WHAT WE DO

We know the challenges people have doing good work, and we improve the chances of their success. At CORE Foundation, we help social entrepreneurs and small organizations achieve their goals. We provide counsel and resources to help individuals and organizations plan, build, and execute their visions.

SUPPORT WE PROVIDE AT NO COST

✓ Tax preparation and filing
✓ Bookkeeping – QuickBooks Online
✓ Free Office 365 licenses to organization leadership
✓ Access to Salesforce.com for managing clients and customers
✓ Access to Constant Contact for email management
✓ Access to local storage facility
✓ Business strategy and execution mentoring and coaching
✓ Liability coverage for organization leadership and volunteers
✓ Free online banking through Middleburg Bank
Amy’s Amigos Youth Triathlon benefits the Childhood Brain Tumor Foundation. Amy’s Amigos have raised over $50,000 for the Childhood Brain Tumor Foundation since the race was founded in 2011. The Childhood Brain Tumor Foundation is an all-volunteer organization founded by families, friends, and physicians of children with brain tumors. Their mission is to raise funds for pediatric scientific research, to heighten public awareness.
WOUNDED WARRIORS GOLF CLASSIC

Wounded Warriors Golf Classic was created by a small community of golfers, some who serve in the military, who love the game and who also want to contribute to improving the lives of wounded veterans and their families. In the WOUNDED WARRIORS GOLF CLASSIC we tee it up with them in a day of competition and friendship. Their mission is to salute the wounded veterans and contribute to established organizations who provide direct and meaningful assistance to them.
The Reston Sprint Triathlon is the largest triathlon in Virginia. The race hosts **900 athletes annually** and has raised over **$240,000 for Cornerstones** since the race was founded in 2007. Cornerstones is a nonprofit organization that promotes self-sufficiency by providing support and advocacy for those in need.
Ways you can help.

The smallest act of kindness is worth more than the grandest intention.

- Oscar Wilde

DONATE
Make a contribution to CORE Foundation.

VOLUNTEER
Make a difference by becoming a volunteer.

SPONSOR
Be the change by becoming a sponsor.
By donating to CORE Foundation, you are not only setting the example of being the change you want to see, but you are also supporting others to do the same.

Donations to CORE Foundation come in many forms to suit your desired interest and convenience. You can donate directly to CORE Foundation to further our overall impact via a one-time payment on our website, or set up a recurring donation to assist us in furthering our mission in an even greater way.
Our volunteers are the heartbeat of the organization. Without them, we simply would not exist. Our volunteers assist us in a variety of capacities to help us prepare for our various events, as well as during and post events.

We are always in need of Leader and Captains-- people willing to be accountable for events of important event roles.

With our variety of causes and events, we are almost certain that there will be something that interests you, as well as skills that can be used to help successfully execute our events.
Without our sponsors, we simply could not execute our events which help us further our mission. The variety of causes and events require many people and sponsoring companies to make them happen. Companies can sign on to sponsor one or multiple events for maximum community exposure.

Social media posts, premium placement for event signage, logos on event apparel, newsletter inclusions, and more are just some of the ways to expose your brand. We are also a 501(c)(3) so all donations are tax-deductible.

We are also very happy to accept in-kind sponsors for our events. With the amount of apparel, water, moving vehicles, portable restroom facilities, food, and more that we use, we always welcome in-kind sponsors in those areas. Also needed are event management services, event supplies, and small business support software and resources.
Corporate Responsibility & Team Building

Team building activities can be especially meaningful when paired with a corporate social responsibility (C.S.R.) element that benefits a community or charity. Through CORE Foundation you can satisfy Corporate Social Responsibility and Team Building activities through a variety of causes and events. Community Service team building is a win for all involved.

We have built long-lasting relationships with established organizations that will appeal to a variety of interests to your employees.

We provide unique community service opportunities for your employees--working together outside the office. Doing charity work as a team can help build bonds, strengthen communication skills, and boost morale, all while making a positive difference in the lives of people who need it most.
OUR HISTORY

2006
THE IDEA
Doug approached BJ Silvey about the possibility of doing a sprint triathlon in the spring. The CORE Foundation was registered with the IRS.

2007
THE BEGINNING
The CORE Foundation was officially incorporated in the Commonwealth of Virginia on March 1, 2007. The first Reston Sprint Triathlon race was held on Sunday, May 20th. 231 athletes raced and $8500 was raised for Reston Interfaith. The CORE Foundation was granted 501(c)(3) status by the IRS.

2008
WOUNDED WARRIORS
The CORE Foundation and the Reston Smallmouth Bass Fishing Club hosted wounded soldiers for twice-annual fishing days on Lake Anne in Reston.
2 NEW CAUSES
The CORE Foundation began work with the Radford University Sig Ep Brothers by the Wayside and Amy’s Amigos for the Reston Youth Triathlon.

2009

2010

RESTON YOUTH TRIATHLON
The first Amy’s Amigos Youth Triathlon was held.

5 YR ANNIVERSARY
The CORE Foundation celebrated five years of running the Reston Sprint Triathlon and became an annual Reston Interfaith Strategic Organization by donating $30,000 a year to Reston Interfaith.

2011

2013

ECO
The CORE Foundation selected the ECO to help them raise environmental awareness among students at Langley High School.

5 YR ANNIVERSARY
The CORE Foundation celebrated five years of supporting the Amy’s Amigos Youth Triathlon.

2015
Our Strategic Partners

At CORE Foundation we recognize the importance and the benefits of great partnerships. Our strategic partners help to strengthen the impact of our mission through allowing us to provide the resources and tools necessary for our non-profits to succeed.

We are always looking to partner with great companies that are aligned with our mission, so that we can make an even greater impact. Please contact us if you believe you can help us make that impact.
THANK YOU!

CORE Foundation
P.O. Box 3631
Reston, VA 20195

✉️ info@corefoundation.org
🌐 www.corefoundation.org